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PER CURIAM:*

Carol Johnene Morris was convicted by a jury of three counts of being a felon in possession

of a firearm and one count of making a false statement to acquire a firearm.  Morris was sentenced

to 41 months in prison.  She now appeals her conviction and sentence.  We affirm.

On October 3, 1996, Morris was pulled over by the Midland (Texas) police for making a wide

right turn.  A computer search showed Morris had outstanding municipal warrants.  She was arrested

and booked at the Midland jail.  As a standard booking procedure, the police conducted an inventory

search of Morris’s wallet, which revealed a pawn ticket for a firearm.  Knowing Morris to be a

convicted felon, the police contacted her parole officer.  On October 31, Morris was  arrested on a
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warrant for parole violations.  On February 26, 1997, Morris was released as no parole revocation

hearing  had been held during the period required by Texas law.  On March 20, 1997, Morris was

indicted on the federal weapons charges for which she was eventually convicted.

Morris first contends that the district judge erred in denying her motion to dismiss for

violation of her rights under the Speedy Trial Act.2  This court reviews the facts supporting a Speedy

Trial Act ruling for clear error, while legal conclusions are reviewed de novo.3  

The Speedy Trial Act requires an indictment or information to be filed within thirty days from

the date of the defendant’s arrest “in connection with such charges.”4  Morris contends that she was

arrested on October 31, 1996, and not indicted until the following March.  “An individual is not

arrested under 3161(b) until he is taken into custody after a federal arrest for the purpose of

responding to a federal charge.”5  Morris was arrested on state charges in October of 1996,  not

federal charges.  As she was not arrested on federal charges until after the indictment had been filed,

there is no Speedy Trial Act violation.

Morris’s second contention is that the district judge erred in denying her motion to suppress

evidence, asserting that the initial traffic stop was conducted without probable cause.  In reviewing

a district court’s denial of a motion to suppress, this court reviews factual findings for clear error and

conclusions of law de novo.6  The arresting officer testified that Morris made an illegally wide turn.

The officer also admitted that he knew Morris and had decided to follow her to investigate if she was

involved in the drug trade.  Morris contends that the traffic stop was clearly pretextual.  “So long as

a traffic law infraction that would have objectively justified the stop had taken place, the fact that the

police officer may have made the stop for a reason other than the occurrence of the traffic infraction
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is irrelevant for purposes of the Fourth Amendment.”7  As the district court was not clearly erroneous

in finding the officer’s testimony credible, the stop was objectively justified.  This assignment of error

is without merit.

Morris further contends that the inventory search of her wallet was illegal, and that all

evidence arising from that search should have been suppressed.  Morris concedes that evidence

discovered during an inventory search conducted in accordance with standard police procedures is

admissible.8  It was therefore proper for the police to remove the pawn ticket from Morris’s wallet

and unfold it to look for contraband.  At that point, Morris no longer had a privacy interest in the

property, and it was proper to seize it without a warrant.9  The motion to suppress was properly

denied.

Morris’s fourth contention is that the district judge abused his discretion at sentencing in

denying a downward departure for acceptance of responsibility. The record indicates that Morris has

yet to accept her responsibility in this case.  There is no abuse of discretion.

Finally, Morris contends that the district judge abused his discretion in refusing to compute

the beginning and end point of Morris’s sentence.  Such computations are to be made by the Attorney

General, through the Bureau of Prisons, after sentencing.10  The assignment is without merit.

The conviction and sentence are AFFIRMED.


